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1. Executive Summary
The fundamental human existence revolves around identity. From birth to death, our
identity helps us navigate the entire life journey and provides us access to various services
throughout this journey. Our identity helps us in obtaining the rights of any society or
country and is critical for enrollment in schools, colleges, getting a job, getting married,
buying a house, car, right to vote and through retirement with access to pensions and
medical services.
Individuals who do not have a proper identity document are outcasts. They do not have
access to basic rights and are excluded from the social and economic development of any
society or country.
As we have moved into the digital age, the need for non-face-to-face authentication
or digital verification of individuals has become a requirement. In addition, COVID-19
has accelerated this trend in the last couple of years due to movement restrictions and
reduced social gatherings across the population. This has accelerated the deployment
of Digital Identity system across various countries in world. Those countries who already
had Digital Identity systems where not severely affected for provision of basic services
during COVID-19 pandemic. However, citizens of countries that did not have Digital Identity
systems faced many hardships for basic goods and services.
This whitepaper evaluates the Digital Identity eco-systems and provides an operational
framework that can be adopted by governments and stakeholders involved in rolling out
National Digital Identity Programs. The document describes existing Digital Identity systems
deployed in various countries based on centralised, federated and decentralised models.
It compares various characteristics of such systems and outlines key components for
adoption of Digital Identity programs in a country. Since digital identification is necessary
both for an individual as well as a business, this document describes the elements required
for both individual as well as business/corporate digital identity.
As a lot of ground-breaking research has already been done by many multi-lateral
agencies like the World Bank, central banks like Monetary Authority of Singapore and global
associations like GLEIF (Global Legal Entity Identification Foundation), this document draws
on that research and provides a comprehensive operational framework that can be used
for effective deployment of a National Digital Identity Program in a country.
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2. Introduction
About
One of the key findings from the Emerging Payments Association of Asia or EPAA Open
Banking APAC paper was that Digital Identity remains a key component of Open Banking,
together with general connectedness and accessibility across the payments landscape.
This provided a mandate for EPAA members to come together to better understand
Digital Identity in APAC, the needs of the consumers, the ingredients that make up Digital
Identity, and in particular when planning an in-country/domestic or regional/cross-border
Digital Identity adoption.
This document has been created by EPAA members working group, who have given their
time and focus to prepare this document. The intended audience for this document is
the public and private sector organizations who are considering Digital Identity from the
perspective of Payments as well as Open Banking initiatives.

Identity
Identity is fundamental to the existence of an individual or a company within a society
or country. With a proper identity, individuals can live, work, play in a society and be
recognised for their physical being as well as contribution to the society.
An individual’s identity helps in navigating the entire life journey from birth to death. Identity
helps in obtaining fundamental rights of the individual in any society or country. Identity is
crucial for school/college enrolment, accessing public (government) and private services
during working life, voting rights and obtaining retirement benefits once working life is over
till the end of life.
A lack of identity of an individual can present considerable challenges during his/her
lifetime. No major government or private institution will provide any service to an individual
that cannot be identified. Such individuals are excluded from basic human rights and as
such not part of the socioeconomic development of any society or country. In addition,
since such individuals do not show up on any economic, social or political statistics.
Traditionally, identity has been issued by governments to their citizens, residents (both
permanent and temporary). These have been in the form of a civil registry. E.g. a birth
certificate, marriage certificate and death certificate are all created and documented in a
civil register supervised by ministries or agencies of national governments. Other forms of
government issued identity include Passport or Certificate of Identity.
Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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What is Digital Identity?
As more and more people around the world conduct their daily business via mobile and
online channels, the need for identifying an individual through these channels becomes
increasingly important. Since transactions on the mobile and online channels are done
anywhere on a 24x7 basis, the absence of physical presence requires an individual to be
identified digitally. Digital identity helps to identify a person as a unique individual without
the need for the physical presence of that person. Digital Identity is created by using a
person’s civil registry documents, verifying their authenticity and using technology to create
a unique credential which is tied to that individual.
Linking these documents to identify an individual requires a wide range of technologies
including that person’s biometrics (fingerprint, face, iris scan, voiceprint, palm veins, etc.).
Once a person’s civil registry documents and physical characteristics or biometrics are
verified, a Digital Identity is issued to that individual which can be used to access all the
rights, privileges and access to public and private sector services that are accorded to that
individual in a country.
This Digital Identity is in the form of a Unique Identification Number or UIN that
unambiguously identifies that individual through electronic or digital channels such
as mobile devices or through online web interaction. For a company or business, the
Digital Identity is in the form of a Unique Legal Entity Identifier or LEI that identifies that
organization through such channels and devices.
“A verified identity that can be accepted across multiple digital touchpoints to ensure that all
parties involved in an interaction can trust the other participants. Digital identity is grounded
in a collection of data attributes that define the individual or organisation. This collage of
data, when bound to the user, verified, and made securely accessible while under a user’s
control, is the essence of digital identity. Its primary purpose is not just to identify someone,
but more importantly to confirm their entitlement to access a service or perform a task.”1

Identity is a means to an end
Proving you are who you say you are is important because of what it allows
to you to do: namely, access goods and services.
Digital identity is a foundational element, which can both unlock the digital
economy and increase inclusion. It can be thought of as a critical element in
foundational digital infrastructure, together with: schemes for authorisation
and consent, payments interoperability and data exchange.2

1 MAS: Foundational Digital Infrastructure for Inclusive Digital Economies, 2021
2 MAS: Foundational Digital Infrastructure for Inclusive Digital Economies, 2021
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Unlocking the digital economy: use cases: not just payments
A recent McKinsey study3 identified several areas in which digital identity could help
customers and businesses to unlock the digital economy:
CONSUMERS:

Background verification and payroll services

WORKERS:

Business registration and contracts

MICRO-ENTERPRISES:

Digital tax filing, distribution of benefits

GOVERNMENT SERVICES:

Online voting, school enrolment

GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT:	Facilitating sales and purchases of assets such as land
and housing
ASSET OWNERSHIP:

Facilitating sales and purchases of financial assets

Inclusion: Closing the “identification gap”
Around one billion people globally are thought to lack a legally recognized form of ID.
This group has been referred to by the World Bank as “the invisible billion” and recognized
as a UN SDG (UN SDG 16.9: by 2030 provide legal identity for all including free birth
registrations).
This inability to prove your identity inhibits access to the formal economy and so access
to financial services, government benefits and other products and services. In India, the
Aadhaar identity scheme has in recent years brought legal identity to many hundreds of
millions of people and allowed bank penetration levels to move from 35% in 2011 to more
than 80% today. This is based on the so-called “JAM” framework: Jan Dhan basic accounts
+ Aadhaar + Mobile access.
Mobile phone penetration levels are therefore key to widespread public adoption of
Digital Identity: 75% in Vietnam and around 65% in Indonesia and as well as the Philippines
(GSMA data).
Digital identity literacy is also an important aspect of digital identity. Knowledge of why
Digital Identity is required together with the benefits it brings to both citizens and business
is key to country-wide adoption.

Other advantages of Digital Identity
•

Removing system fragmentation by replacing multiple ID documents

•

Improving efficiency by removing frictions and improving processes

•

Increasing tax compliance through a more formalized economy

•

Increased productivity through a reduction in time and cost savings

3 Digital Identification: a key to inclusive growth. McKinsey, 2019
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Basic model
The basic digital identity model is based on an end-user and a relying party and in this
sense represents a typical two-sided market.
•

 nd-users are most obviously individual citizens, but they may be acting on their behalf,
E
on behalf of someone unable to do so (a minor or someone with a disability) or on
behalf of a business.

•

Relying parties provide services to end users and could be:
– financial institutions such as banks opening accounts or providing mortgages
– e-commerce providers selling goods or services online
– educational institutions enrolling students or collecting tuition fees
– health providers dispensing pharmaceutical prescriptions

Because of this, effective digital ID should be a reusable means of identification across
multiple digital services, so that digital ID is both a means of identification and a way to
confirm access to a good or service.
Many countries have identity schemes already in place, or at least an inventory of existing
registries which allow people to prove their identity (most commonly birth certificates,
passports and driving licenses). How to build from that foundation and design a digital
identity scheme will be addressed later in the paper.

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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2a. Background
An individual’s identity is the key element to provide services by governments to its
populace. These services include healthcare, government grants and payments, issuing
of drivers’ licenses or passports. Without identity, an individual is denied its rights and
privileges of government services.
In the private sector of the economy, organizations need to verify an individual’s identity to
provide services that require compliance with local laws and regulations. E.g. Banks need to
verify an the identity of an individual before they can open an account or provide a loan.
With the growth of electronic channels like mobile, social media and internet, the customer
interaction with government agencies and private organizations is moved from a physical
interaction to a digital interaction. In such an environment, providing services to these
customers requires a trusted and reliable digital identification system that complements
the physical Civil Registry (the issuer of birth/marriage/death certificates, etc.).
In this highly connected digital world, in order for governments and private sector
organizations to offer various services to the entire population of a country, a combination
of Civil Registry together with a digital identification system will be the catalyst for national
economic and social development goals. See Figure 1.

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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A digital identification system will store the unique identity of an individual in a national
electronic registry so that various services can be delivered electronically (internet, mobile,
etc.) to a country’s citizens. The National Identity Electronic Registry can be created
and maintained by a centralized organization (e.g. a government agency) or it can be
setup in a decentralized registry that is created and maintained by a consortium of
trusted ID agencies formed by a combination of public and private sector organizations
in a federated manner. To make this system robust and reliable requires a number of
components which leverages technology to create a secure national digital identification
platform. See Figure below.

The creation of a National Digital Identification system creates inherent risks which require
careful planning and consideration.

Digital Identity Management
When the digital identity information of millions of people in a country is captured and
stored in electronic databases, it requires a strong management organization that
provides oversight and governance to protect the identity data from theft, misuse and
exploitation. It is imperative to setup a national digital identity management organization
that overseas this project.

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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Digital Identity Cost Considerations
Creating a national digital identity system is time consuming and costly with multiple
unforeseen issues coming up during nationwide enrolment and ongoing operations. Proper
planning and budgeting mechanisms have to be in place to ensure costs are managed and
funds are available for enrolment and operations. Where possible, monetization of digital
identity data for funding the project can be considered.

Technology Considerations
The digital identity system leverages technology in each step of the building block to create
and maintain identity data. In this environment, security and privacy considerations play an
important role in ensuring the safekeeping of this national digital asset. A strong technology
team is critical part of the national digital identity management organization. As technology
is constantly changing, a public private partnership (PPP) model could be the most suitable
structure for technology management and governance.

Ongoing Operations and Maintenance
Any new national digital identification system will require long term maintenance that
is managed by an operations team which monitors capacity, scalability, cost and
availability on a 24x7 basis. A target operating model is critical to ongoing operations and
management of such a project.

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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2b. R
 ole of DiD in the COVID-19
pandemic environment
Digitization efforts have been accelerated by the global pandemic. For example, Australia,
Singapore, Thailand are updating their digital infrastructures to take advantage of the
opportunities offered by the digital economy. The ability to prove you are who you say
you are in a digital environment has therefore become more important in order to transact
within the digital economy.
To avoid physical contact, governments have mandated work from home (WFH)
practices that necessitate the use of digital devices like computers, laptops, tablets
and mobile phones.
Given this scenario, identifying individuals via these digital devices enhances the need for
Digital Identity across all public and private sector services. Providing a Digital Identity
solution with safe and secure access to protect an individual’s data has become critical
during these times.
Some countries have been progressing efforts in this space for many years. Estonia and
Norway, for example, have built their economies around digital citizen engagement. With
an established digital identity infrastructure and adoption of digital identity solutions in
the population well above 75%, Estonia and Norway seamlessly shifted further from inperson to digital transactions in the wake of COVID-19. In Estonia, the eID platform access
increased 25% and usage increased 76%. Similarly, Norway’s BankID platform saw access
increase 43% and usage increase 74% as a result of COVID-19.

www.linkedin.com/pulse/solving-australias-digital-identity-dilemma-patrick-johnson/?trk=public_profile_article_view
www.devex.com/news/digital-ids-during-covid-19-how-is-the-debate-changing-98481
www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/covid-19-making-the-case-for-robust-digital-financial-infrastructure#
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2c. E
 xisting DiD initiatives Globally
IIF – Institute of International Finance
Visit webpage

The IIF is collaborating with the OpenID Foundation, member firms, officials and various
other entities to support the Open Digital Trust initiative (ODTI), an interoperable and open
source development with the objectives of introducing foundational trust into the global
digital economy. It aims to create a vibrant marketplace for Digital Trust services which help
individuals and entities to confirm identity and understand and manage risk, and provide
a proposal for financial institutions to use an open standards protocol to verify identity,
protect privacy, and build trust.

ADB – Asian Development Bank
Visit webpage

The objective of this report is to help governments and multilateral institutions assess and
integrate ID systems into their development activities. The intended audience includes
government policy makers, heads and custodians of identity management, functional
organizations, and multilateral development institutions.

IFC – International Finance Corporation
Visit webpage

IFC looks at implementing a Digital Identity Platform, and introduced the TrueID solution
across a range of identification processes.

BIS – Bank for International Settlements
Visit webpage

Foundational digital infrastructures (FDI) is a blueprint for a next-generation global public
digital infrastructure that explores how digital identity, payments and data-sharing can be
made open, interconnected and available across borders. The first application of FDI will
be in the field of cross-border payments.

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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MAS - Singapore MAS report on Foundational Digital
Infrastructure
Visit webpage

MAS published a report on Foundational Digital Infrastructures which looks at trying to
move beyond fragmented digital solutions and towards “digital infrastructures that will spur
more pervasive digitalisation across economies and societies”. It focuses on four elements
to achieve this: digital ID; authorization and consent; payments interoperability; and data
exchange. Together with Singapore MAS, the central banks of Brunei, Cambodia, Ghana
and Kenya were involved in the production of the paper. Mastercard provided sponsorship.

ID2020 – A Global Alliance
Visit webpage

The ID2020 alliance is founded by Microsoft and Accenture and has signed up other
partners to form a global Digital Identity alliance

GLEIF – Global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) Foundation
Visit webpage

GLEIF manages a network of partners, the LEI issuing organizations, to provide trusted
services and open, reliable data for unique legal entity identification worldwide. GLEIF
services ensure the operational integrity of the Global LEI System. GLEIF believes that
each business worldwide should have only one global identity. This identity should include a
digital identity. Having an LEI will help to achieve this objective

Mastercard Digital Identity Service
Visit webpage

The need to verify information in a digital world
With the rapid rise in digital experiences, service providers are faced with the growing
challenge of online account fraud and consumer expectations of fast and seamless
experiences. Smart, secure and reliable tools are needed more than ever to efficiently and
accurately verify individuals online so they feel safe, while businesses feel protected.

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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European Commission Digital Identity Initiative
Visit webpage

The European Digital Identity will be:
a.	Available to anyone who wants to use it: Any EU citizen, resident, and business in the
Union who would like to make use of the European Digital Identity will be able to do so.
b.	Widely useable: The European Digital Identity wallets will be useable widely as a way
either to identify users or to prove certain personal attributes, for the purpose of
access to public and private digital services across the Union.
c.	Users in control of their data: The European Digital Identity wallets will enable people
to choose which aspects of their identity, data and certificates they share with third
parties, and to keep track of such sharing. User control ensures that only information
that needs to be shared will be shared.

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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3.	Existing Digital Identity
Models
Digital identity schemes are typically based on either centralized, decentralized or
federated models.
Centralized: these tend to be provided mainly by the state, as in India. Centralized models
can play a transformative role from an inclusion standpoint but have raised challenges
around privacy rights and weak security standards. Singapore’s National Digital Identity
scheme (the foundational elements of which can be seen as centralized) attempts to
overcome some of these challenges in the way privacy and security are managed. For
example, Singapore’s collaboration with the private sector to deploy a Fraud and Analytics
system is further strengthening security and improving usability.
Decentralized: Under decentralized identity models, ultimate control of identity data sits
with the user, thus shifting even further from traditional identity management approaches.
This approach is gaining traction in places such as Europe and Canada and among those
who favour using certain technologies, such as DLT or blockchain.
Federated: Federated identity models, where several entities (perhaps through a
particular framework) let subscribers use the same identity data to obtain access to
the networks of all of the enterprises in the group, are being widely adopted, as open
banking and other data- sharing services proliferate. Australia’s Trusted Digital Identity
Framework (TDIF) is an example of a federated, user-centric system, where multiple
entities can become certified identity providers and the individual can choose his or her
identity provider and consent to the data shared. Australia’s Digital Transformation Agency
led a highly collaborative public- private partnership process in developing this framework,
requesting comment through multiple iterations of the industry standards. Thailand’s NDID
scheme also represents a more federated model, where financial institutions operate as
identity providers and one of a range of “authoritative sources” with transactions taking
place across the NDID platform.
Globally, there are countries that have provided digital identities to their citizens. Owing
to lack of a digital identity framework, these countries created their own digital identity
infrastructure based on available technologies and resources.
Based on existing research, the current models fall into either centralized or federated
structures. See figure below. However, as new technologies evolve, a third model offers a
structure that is decentralized and provides for greater security, portability and enables
the digital identity owners to manage third party usage of their credentials in as safe and
secure manner.

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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3a. Centralized, Federated and
Decentralized DiD models
The diagram below compares the three types of Digital Identity Models.4

Another way of thinking about scheme design is through the role played by government.
The following graphic describes the models where governments play a key role, a lessened
role or no role at all. These include:
1. Lack of overarching governance
2. Private collaborative governance
3. Private collaborative governance incentivised by government
4. Public-private governance
5. Government mandated
In each model, examples of Digital Identity systems deployed by countries are depicted.
Some of these are described in more detail in the next section of this document.

4

Citiventures Digital Identity: Moving to a Decentralized Future

Digital Identity (DiD) Operational Framework
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Source: MAS: Foundational Digital Infrastructures for Inclusive Digital Economies

The ideal Digital Identity model depends on the maturity of existing identification systems
in a country. The factors that need to be considered when developing a Digital Identity
model include:
1. W
 hat identity or civil registry systems are existing in the country and how are they being
managed and operated and for what purpose?
2. W
 ill the Digital Identity solution be deployed only for public sector use or for both public
as well as private sector usage?
3. H
 ow does the existing legal framework apply to Digital Identity? Is there any centralized
entity that can legally manage and operate the Digital Identity system or it requires a
more market driven (Federated) approach?
4. A
 re there any historical or cultural barriers to deploying a Digital Identity system? Could
there be an adverse public reaction to identity data capture and sharing?5

5

MAS - FOUNDATIONAL DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURES FOR INCLUSIVE DIGITAL ECONOMIES
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3b. C
 ountry based Domestic DiD
models for general population
Sweden
Case Study: BankID in Sweden
The Swedish BankID is the foundation of cashless payments in Sweden, but it is also a
key component of a rapidly growing digital ecosystem. The development of BankID is
instructive, as regulators, banks and other stakeholders seek to upgrade the fiat currency
system to meet the needs of 21st century data-driven commerce.
What is BankID
BankID is the leading digital ID scheme in Sweden, used by 95% of the population (almost
100% for 21 - 60 year olds) for a wide variety of private and public services. In 2020,
financial institutions, central governments, municipalities and thousands of private
companies used BankID over 6 billion times. BankID is a credential issued by a participating
banking institution that can be used for digital identification and signature. It has the status
of an “advanced digital signature” under EU rules, meaning that it is equivalent to a physical
signature for contracting purposes. BankID is available in various formats to support
different use cases:
•

File: electronic files stored on USB sticks or computers.

•

Card: physical card.

•

Mobile BankID: accessed through mobile application.

BankID Timeline
The story of BankID in Sweden is not one of overnight success. The foresight of, and
continued collaboration between, consortium members has paid off over many years by
adapting to new challenges and threats:
•

 001: Sweden held the presidency of the EU Council and there was a drive to make
2
digital signatures legally binding. Banks were the natural choice to lead the scheme,
enjoying a high level of public trust and 2.7 million internet banking customers.

•

 002: Finansiell ID-Teknik BID AB was formed by a consortium of banks with the aim of
2
owning, operating and developing a general digital ID infrastructure.

•

 003: The first BankID was issued. Public authorities such as Skatteverket (Tax Agency)
2
and Försäkringskassan (Benefits Agency) were quick to adapt their services, driving the
take up of the service.
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•

 005: Banks began to use BankID for internet banking in 2005, becoming the largest
2
users of the service from 2009.

•

2010: Mobile BankID was launched for mobile phones.

•

 012: Banks launched a new person-to-person (P2P) payments service called Swish,
2
utilizing BankID as the underlying security mechanism.

BankID Development Ethos
Banks realised that the security of identification and signature was best pursued in a
collaborative rather than competitive domain. A common solution engendered overall trust
in internet banking and digital signatures. Banks decided to draw on traditional strengths
of complying with stringent regulations to create a common solution that would benefit the
whole ecosystem.
BankID Influence on Society
BankID has facilitated the development of digital government services in Sweden at central
and local levels, leading to the faster processing of cases and efficiency savings in time and
money. BankID has served as the basis of innovation in the development of new public and
private services that could otherwise not have existed. A 2019 survey of users elicited a
positive response, with customers reporting high trust and few operational issues.
In the PSD2 context, the financial institutions using BankID have been well placed to comply
with SCA rules as the population is already well versed in using BankID to authenticate
Swish transactions. Banks report high levels of collaboration on security matters and the
ability to extend value-added services like Swish to additional use cases, for example
consumer-to-business (C2B) transactions.
Swedish consumers use BankID between 40 and 50 times a month for a variety of
transactions. Consumers report high trust in the service and freedom to execute
transactions wherever they are.
Towards a Cashless Society
BankID and overlay services like Swish have resulted in a dwindling use of physical cash in
Sweden. Only EUR8 billion of cash was in circulation in 2016 and the country is on track to
become cashless by 2025. The government asks citizens to keep cash at home in case
of a power cut, war or cyberattack. The Riksbank is also considering the introduction of a
Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC).
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Singapore
Case Study: SingPass
SingPass, which stands for Singapore Personal Access, is every Singapore resident’s digital
identity. Through the SingPass national authentication system, residents get easy and
secure access to a myriad of government and private sector services online, and in person.
SingPass is managed by the Government Technology Agency of Singapore (GovTech).
Fast and convenient logins
Users can log in to digital services conveniently by:
1. U
 sing their fingerprint, face or an easy-to-remember password through their SingPass
Mobile app; or
2. E
 ntering their SingPass ID and password, followed by a One-Time Password (OTP) sent
via SMS.
This Two-Factor authentication (2FA) method provides an additional layer of security to
better protect users’ personal data.

21

In the last three years, more than 10 features have been added to Singpass. From the
introduction of the Singpass app in October 2018 to new features such as Digital IC, Face
Verification and digital signing, Singpass has been evolving and now powers more than
1,400 services offered by over 340 public and private sector organisations. Its user base
has also grown significantly. Of the 4 million residents on Singpass, more than 2.5 million
users are on the Singpass app with over 90% of them using the app at least once a month.
The Singpass app is also one of the most downloaded apps in Singapore in 2020 and has
tripled its user base in the past year.
The popularity of Singpass is growing daily as new services both in public sector as well as
private sector are offered to users. The Singpass digital identity data is used to securely
identify individuals to access these services using the MyInfo portal. MyInfo is a service for
SingPass users to manage the use of their personal data when transacting online with
participating government agencies and commercial entities. By creating a MyInfo profile,
the MyInfo users can skip filling in personal data repeatedly for every digital transaction,
while enjoying greater convenience from producing fewer verification documents. An extra
layer of consent will be required to release financial information, such as provident fund
data or income tax statements.
This is a step towards an enhanced National Digital Identity (NDI), a Strategic National
Project in the Smart Nation drive. SingPass acts as an authentication gateway, while the
MyInfo service provides the user’s basic personal data to form the digital user profile, to
make transactions easier and more secure. The NDI will provide users with a single digital
identity to transact with both the Government and private sectors.
Private sector organizations like, banks, insurance companies, telcos together with
government agencies including tax authorities, provident fund, pubic housing, immigration
services and hundreds of other organizations use Singpass to validate an individual’s
identity and provide access to their services with user consent. These organizations, often
called ‘relying parties’, use the Singpass verified digital identity data to authenticate users.
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SingPass and MyInfo is managed by the Singapore government agency called GovTech
which developed the national digital identity system or The Singapore NDI Stack. The NDI
Stack consists of 4 layers of trusted components and their details are as shown in the
diagrams below.

Source: Singapore GovTech Agency

With more than 1400 services from 340 public and private sector organizations (relying
parties) that trust Singpass, the digital identity eco-system is poised for more growth as
new relying parties and their services are offered to the residents of Singapore.
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Canada
DIACC – Digital Identification and Authentication Council of Canada
(Public-Private partnership that is developing a Digital Identity Framework for Canada)
The Digital Identification and Authentication Council of Canada, known as the DIACC,
is a non-profit coalition of public and private sector leaders committed to developing
a Canadian framework for digital identification and authentication. The framework is
intended to enable Canadians to completely and securely participate in the global digital
economy. The objective is to establish a robust, secure, scalable, inclusive and privacyenhancing digital ecosystem. Together it will unlock opportunities for Canadians, decrease
costs for governments, consumers, and business, improve service delivery, and drive GDP
growth.6
As more Canadians and businesses are moving online throughout the COVID-19 pandemic,
three-quarters of the population feels it’s important to have a secure, trusted and
privacy-enhancing digital ID to safely and securely make transactions online, based on a
survey.
“From receiving emergency pandemic benefits to ensuring health records are correct and
helping children and youth with online education, there are many ways in which a secure
digital ID is essential to the functioning of daily life during a pandemic,” said Joni Brennan,
President of the Digital ID and Authentication Council of Canada (DIACC). “The pandemic
has put a spotlight on the need for governments to move with urgency to invest in the
digital infrastructure needed to ensure that Canadians receive the services they need and
that Canadian businesses can participate fully and securely in the global digital economy.”
The majority of Canadians believe it is important for federal and provincial governments to
move quickly on enabling digital ID in a safe and secure manner, according to the survey. It
also shows that collaboration between government and the private sector continues to be
considered the best approach to create a pan-Canadian digital ID framework.
“As policymakers consider how best to invest to support Canada’s post-pandemic
economic recovery, prioritizing the issuance of trusted digital ID credentials to all
Canadians must be a priority,” stated Dave Nikolejsin, the DIACC’s Board Chair.
As the federal government focuses on post-pandemic recovery, investing in digital ID
makes economic sense, especially for small and medium-sized businesses. For SMEs,
the impact of digital identity could be used to improve processes that are difficult today.
This is especially true in situations where businesses need to provide proof of identity to
another business. Considering SMEs account for approximately 30 per cent of Canada’s
overall GDP ($450 billion), if we assume that the average SME could be just one per cent
more efficient with access to trusted digital identity, this results in a potential $4.5 billion of
added value to SMEs and reinvestments in the Canadian economy.

6 The DIACC | Digital ID & Authentication Council of Canada
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Digital ID critical to privacy in Canada
Survey respondents identified security, efficiency and privacy as the top three benefits
of digital ID. Further, an overwhelming number of Canadians are looking for solutions that
address both the public and private sectors.
“As Innovation, Science and Industry Minister Francois-Philippe Champagne ushers through
Bill C-11, the Digital Charter Implementation Act, to introduce private sector protections for
consumer data, it’s imperative that public sector data also be considered in the legislation,”
said Brennan.
A digital ID would help to keep Canadians’ data secure and pan-government services
easier to access as we move through the pandemic to recovery. This means adopting the
Pan-Canadian trust framework.
With new research and compelling data, it’s clear there is no better time for governments
to invest in making digital ID a national public policy priority.

About DIACC
DIACC is a growing coalition of public and private sector organizations who
are making a significant and sustained effort to ensure Canada’s full, secure,
and beneficial participation in the global digital economy. By solving challenges
and leveraging opportunities, Canada has the chance to secure at least
3% of unrealized GDP or $100 billion of potential growth by 2030. Seizing
this opportunity is a must in a digital society as we work through the COVID
pandemic challenges. Learn more about the DIACC mandate.
DIACC was created as a result of the Minister of Finance’s Electronic Payments
Task Force that recommended that Canada needs a framework for digital
identity and authentication that a self-governing body of experts must create.
Some other examples of countries that have implemented digital identification
systems are given below with related characteristics.
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TABLE 1: Common Models of Digital Identity Systems

Source: World Bank
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TABLE 2: Digital Identity Country Comparison Report Asia Pacific

Source: EPAA
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3c. D
 iD models for SMEs/
Corporates
Similar to Digital Identity systems for retail consumers or general public, the SMEs and
Corporates need to be uniquely identified so that they can offer digital services to their
customers (retail consumers) with B2C transactions. With SMEs and Corporates effectively
identified, the digital transactions can be seamless and efficient in an inclusive economy.
The SMEs and Corporates are setup by registering under a country’s legal system as
businesses and are identified as legal entities. These legal entities are operated by
business owners and directors who each have individual digital identities. These legal
entities perform various transaction types including B2C, B2B and B2G using their legal
identity. In order for them to transact digitally, each of these legal entities need to have a
digital identity besides a legal identity.
Corporate Digital Identity differs from individual Digital Identity. Some of the key
considerations and elements related to Corporate Digital Identity are outlined below.

Definitions of Corporate Digital ID
•

 he International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defines identity as a representation
T
of an entity in the form of one or more attributes that allow the entity or entities to be
sufficiently distinguished within context.

•

 he World Economic Forum (WEF) defines digital identity as a “collection of individual
T
attributes that describe an entity and determine the transactions in which that entity
can participate”. The WEF categorizes attributes into three groups: inherent, inherited
and assigned attributes. These attributes differ for individuals, legal entities and assets.
For legal entities, they might be business status (inherent), legal record (inherited) and
directors (assigned). The attributes enable entities to participate in transactions by
proving to counterparties that they have the required attributes.

Categories of Corporate Digital ID
•

Foundational Digital ID: part of national ID scheme, based on “breeder” documents

•

Functional Digital ID: addresses specific needs of business sectors

•

Transactional Digital ID: eases financial or other transactions e.g. F2F

Use cases related to Corporate Digital ID
•

Payments: tax/revenue/government collections/disbursements

•

Real time onboarding of clients
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•

IP and trademark management

•

Real time machine/equipment interaction e.g. IOT

•

Real-time transaction monitoring

•

Authentication of clients and counterparties

Areas of Corporate Digital ID
•

Onboarding: Legal Entity Identifier or LEI - a 20 character alpha-numeric code
(ISO 17442)

•

Authentication: OpenID - a non-profit international standardization

•

Transactional: ID2020 Alliance

•

 tandardization: x.509 - standard format for public key certificates (digital documents
S
that associate key pairs with corporate identities)

Individual country examples related to Corporate Digital ID
Singapore CorpPass
•

Introduced in Sep 2016, allows corporates and other entities to transact with
government agencies online

•

 uthentication and access management system for businesses, allows for online
A
transactions

•

 entralized platform to manage access to 130+ government digital services - the
C
government aims to expand use cases in future

NZ Business Number
•

 rovides one identifier across all accounts for government agencies across all
P
databases – auto updates across all platforms

•

 ompanies Office allocated NZBN to all NZ companies as part of Better Public Services
C
program

•

Eventually apply to all businesses ad government agencies

Estonia E-Business Register
•

E-Business Register allows new business registration online within minutes

•

Allows update of info e.g. file annual reports, make enquiries about other companies7

7

Citi report on Corporate DiD: why it’s critical to the future of banking and what could hold it back
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The Global Legal Identifier Foundation
To have a unique digital identity for businesses (SMEs/Corporates), a global initiative has
been formed under the Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation or GLEIF. The foundation
has defined global interoperability for SMEs/Corporates.8

The Global LEI System
In 2011, the Group of Twenty (G20) called on the Financial Stability Board (FSB) to provide
recommendations for a global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) and a supporting governance
structure. This led to the development of the Global LEI System which, through the
issuance of LEIs, now provides unique identification of legal entities participating in financial
transactions across the globe.
Established in June 2014, the Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation (GLEIF) is a notfor-profit organization created to support the implementation and use of the LEI. GLEIF
services ensure the operational integrity of the Global LEI System. GLEIF is overseen by
the LEI Regulatory Oversight Committee, which is made up of representatives of public
authorities from around the globe. LEI issuers – also referenced as Local Operating Units
(LOUs) – are the organizations authorized to issue LEIs to legal entities engaging in financial
transactions.
The Global LEI System operates in three tiers:

8

www.gleif.org
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Introducing the Legal Entity Identifier (LEI)
The Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) is a 20-character, alpha-numeric code based on the ISO
17442 standard developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
It connects to key reference information that enables clear and unique identification of
legal entities participating in financial transactions. Each LEI contains information about
an entity’s ownership structure and thus answers the questions of ‘who is who’ and ‘who
owns whom’. Simply put, the publicly available LEI data pool can be regarded as a global
directory, which greatly enhances transparency in the global marketplace.

ISO 17442: The LEI Code Structure
The Global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) System is designed to uniquely and unambiguously
identify participants in financial transactions.
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 17442 standard defines a set
of attributes or legal entity reference data that are the most essential elements of
identification. The Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) code itself is neutral, with no embedded
intelligence or country codes that could create unnecessary complexity for users.
Four key principles underlie the LEI:
1. It is a global standard.
2. A single, unique identifier is assigned to each legal entity.
3. It is supported by high data quality.
4. It is a public good, available free of charge to all users.
Once a legal entity has obtained an LEI, it will be published together with the related LEI
reference data by the organization that has issued the LEI. This means the full data on the
entire LEI population is publicly available for unrestricted use by any interested party at all
times.
The ISO 17442 standard specifies the minimum reference data, which must be supplied for
each LEI:
•

The official name of the legal entity as recorded in the official registers.

•

The registered address of that legal entity.

•

The country of formation.

•

The codes for the representation of names of countries and their subdivisions.

•

 he date of the first LEI assignment; the date of last update of the LEI information; and
T
the date of expiry, if applicable.

Additional information may be registered as agreed between the legal entity and its LEI
issuing organization.
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For the management of the identifiers a structured numbering system is used. Based on
the ISO 17442 requirements, it has been further developed by the LEI Regulatory Oversight
Committee (LEI ROC), implementing the recommendations of the Financial Stability Board,
as follows:
•

 haracters 1-4: Prefix used to ensure the uniqueness among codes from LEI issuers
C
(Local Operating Units or LOUs).

•

 haracters 5-18: Entity-specific part of the code generated and assigned by LOUs
C
according to transparent, sound and robust allocation policies. As required by ISO
17442, it contains no embedded intelligence.

•

Characters 19-20: Two check digits as described in the ISO 17442 standard.
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3d. Use of DiD in Daily Life
Digital Identity is useful to identify individuals across all daily activities that are performed
during their lifetime. In Sweden, more than 5,000 services are provided by over 260,000
public and private companies that utilize the BankID (digital identity) solution for user
authentication. These services are used by over 98% of population of 10.2 million
individuals, companies and merchants of Sweden on a daily basis as per statistics by
SWISH a company that provides payments for all such services. These services cover all
aspects of an individual’s activities as shown in the picture below.
Due to the strong authentication of the BankID solution, the entire population of Sweden
has begun to trust SWISH + BankID and reduced their dependence on cash for all types of
transactions. This has resulted in Sweden becoming a cashless economy.
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Source – Swish Sweden9

In Singapore, over 4 million residents use Singpass to authenticate transactions and signup
for more than 1400 business services that are provided by over 340 public and private
sector organizations. This is achieved by Singpass Digital Identity app and MyInfo user data
from various public and private databases.10

Source - Singpass

9 https://www.swish.nu
10 https://www.singpass.gov.sg
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We all have to prove we are who we say we are – it probably happens even more
frequently than we realize. This is especially so during the time of Covid pandemic. There
are two different situations when identity verification is required:
•

Proving your identity when you open a new account

•

 roving you are still you, the legitimate customer, whenever you use an existing account
P
or service.

The above is true in almost every part of our daily life:
•

Commercial and financial relationships for savings, investments, banking and payments

•

 overnment agencies for applications, such as for a passport, driving license, receiving
G
benefits

•

 mployment where identity checking is more related to access control be that to a
E
physical location or to a company’s network

Digital account opening and Identity Proofing
For most, opening a new account, particularly a financial account is not a frequent
occurrence. Generally, people know that their identity needs to be checked when they open
accounts and there are important reasons to do this including:
•

Fraud prevention

•

Anti-money laundering detection

•

Age verification

The importance of each of these factors varies by organization, for example, for a telco
handing over a valuable device, fraud prevention is uppermost. For those providing age
related services such as gambling then age verification is a must. Regulated entities such
as banks and other financial institutions will need to be stringent in their identity checking
for both fraud prevention and anti-money laundering reasons.
While most of us may be familiar with some of the verification methods, such as SMS OTP
and 2FA, few are able to articulate what’s actually happening during the registration and
log in event.

Account opening – Identity Proofing
During new account registration, personal information and identity documents are required
as part of the due diligence check. Here, the identity proofing process for new applicants
can be broken into two steps:
1. Identity Validation
	Does the person exist? Is there a real person with these attributes and is the evidence
(for example identity documents) valid and legitimate?
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2. Identity Verification
This step ties the applicant to the identity shown in the documentary evidence provided.
The process is relatively intuitive and straight forward in a face-to-face situation, such
as opening an account at a bank branch. The same process can, however, be slightly
confusing when taken to the digital channel.
To validate the identity in a non face-to-face (online) situation, such as account
registration via the mobile application, key steps are performed after the capture of the
identity document to confirm legitimacy. They include the extraction of data from machine
readable zones, chip and text for comparisons to known data sources. As well as hologram
checks and landmark checks that confirm that a document conforms to expected
composition and has not been tampered with.
Within digital channels, the Identity verification can consist of the comparison of ‘selfie’
images in the identity documents provided. Typically, artificial intelligence is a tool used
here to ensure that the images match. AI can also be deployed to look for the tell-tale
signs of image manipulation that suggest a photo or film is being used rather than an
image coming directly from the ‘live’ applicant. For additional surety that the applicant and
the photo on the document belong to the same person active liveness detection can be
deployed that requests the customers to carry out activities in real time for example to
follow a dot on the screen or nod, blink or look in different directions.
For customers, their experience of this process can be a deciding factor in whether they
complete the application or abandon it. This was an area of interest for a recent FICO
consumer survey of 5,000 people across 5 South East Asian Countries (Vietnam, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand). The survey found that most people have high expectations
that when they are open accounts digitally, using either an app or a website, that they can
carry out the tasks associated with identity proofing within that channel – put simply they
do not expect to be sent to branches or even to scan and email documents to prove who
they are. On average 74% expect to be able to prove their identity without leaving the
digital channel they are using for the application. When this doesn’t happen, it will lead to
high rates of application abandonment or delay.

Logging in to existing account – Identity Authentication
The second scenario is where we are asked to prove our identity to use our accounts on
an ongoing basis.
Typically, this is carried out to prevent account takeover fraud. It can be as light touch
as showing a membership card when you visit your gym or as complex as using multiple
methods to identify yourself when you access a bank account and send a payment. Unlike
Identity proofing it is a regular occurrence, it happens every time we login to an account
and sometimes if we’re already logged in but want to carry out a high-risk activity such as
change the address associated with the account.
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Within e-commerce payments the consumer will undergo some form of authentication
every time they go through a checkout, though it should be remembered that the
merchant typically has little control over this authentication, as it is carried out by the
customer’s card issuer or account provider.
Customer authentication takes three form factors. Best practice, particularly for financial
services is to utilize at least two factors from two separate categories from these three
factors:
•

Knowledge – or something you know: a password or answers to secret questions would
be knowledge factors. Technology is replacing these with customer selected Digital
Tokens e.g. customer selects a 6 digit PIN code (during registration) and enters this for
subsequent authentication or transaction authorisation.

•

Inherence - or something you are: this could include either physical or behavioural
biometrics. FICO consumer research showed that people are willing to use biometrics
with their providers – on average only 7% of people surveyed in South East Asia said
their bank should never use their biometric data to secure their accounts. Behavioural
biometrics provide a relatively friction-free experience for customers, for example
keystroke analysis can be carried out without the customer realizing it is happening.

•

Possession – or something you have: device intelligence, where a returning customer is
identified by the profile of the mobile phone or other device, they have previously used
is a popular option. One Time Passcodes are also a possession factor, as a customer
enters the passcode they have been sent, the receipt of it proves their possession of
the related phone and SIM card or the email address it was sent to.
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Source - Ekata
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3e. DiD and the role of cash in
the economy
With the BankID solution in Sweden pervasive across the entire economy and the country
on the way to becoming a cashless society, there are increasing concerns about going
completely cashless. Glitches in payment systems (as in UK – see below) as well as remote
rural areas where elderly populations are not tech savvy require access to cash to conduct
day to day transactions. In addition, there are concerns of a country’s digital infrastructure
being hit by a cyber attach that can paralyze the entire country if a fallback option like cash
is eliminated. Hence, there are some suggestions that the residents of Sweden keep some
cash for emergency use as the country goes completely digital.

Source - Finextra
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Source - Finextra

As more countries adopt the Digital Identity systems that are used for all aspects
of daily activities, a ‘less cash society’ model is emerging as an alternative to going
completely ‘cashless’.
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4.	Operational
Framework for a New
Digital Identity Model
Digital Identity (DiD) is a critical element of a country’s digital infrastructure and it is
important to have a comprehensive strategy and plan to ensure that a strong, safe and
secure national digital identity program is created. The plan needs to cater to current
identification needs as well as future growth in identity usage across all economic sectors
of the country. The creation of a DiD program comes with plenty of risks and challenges
which need to be carefully evaluated and mitigated in order to have a successful launch of
the program.
The launch of a national DiD program requires an assessment of the current state of
identity issuance, verification and usage across multiple public and private sectors including
government programs, healthcare, immigration services, financial services, insurance
etc. The assessment will include which public agencies and private sector organizations
are issuing and using identities (birth/marriage/death certificates, passports, work
authorizations, travel visas, bank passbooks, insurance policies) and to which segments of
the population, e.g. citizens, residents, government employees, foreigners, etc.
Once the current state of national identity is assessed, then a digital identity strategy and
plan can be created. This Digital Identity Strategic Plan will be the basis for the rollout of a
national digital identity program.

4a. DiD Lifecycle Management
The Digital Identity Strategic Plan will provide the Operational Framework for a new digital
identity program for any new country. This plan will cover the entire lifecycle of digital
identity for an individual as well as businesses for the country. It will outline the strategy
and the target operating model (TOM) for the creation, storage, management and usage
of digital identity.
The Strategic Plan will cover the policies, organizational structure and governance model,
technology considerations, trust, privacy and security and the key operational processes
and controls required to rollout the digital identity program to the entire population of a
country.
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The Digital Identity Strategic Plan will consist of five key elements:
i.

Policies and Regulations

ii. Institutional Framework and Governance model
iii. Technology
iv. Trust, Privacy and Security
v. Operational Processes and Controls11

4a.i. Policies and Regulations
Policies and regulations are the starting points for a national digital identity program. These
have to be debated and enacted into law by the respective governments to ensure that
the national digital identity program is free from political and economic interference during
the initiation, rollout and ongoing operations of the program. This ensures that the digital
identity program is not impacted by changes in governments and that there is adequate
provision in the budget to sustain the program for a long time.
As discussed in Section 3 of this document, countries have started with either a
centralised or a federated model for digital identity. Irrespective of the model, relevant
policies and regulations need to be in place before such programs can be rolled out.
In case of a centralised model, the policies and regulations have to ensure that the digital
identity program will becomes a fundamental component of a country’s infrastructure. This
digital identity program, protected by government policies and procedures, becomes the
identity standard for all future services that any individual requires throughout his lifetime.
It is the key element of the ‘enrol once and be identified for life’ strategy of the Digital
Identity Strategic Plan.
In the case of a federated model, either existing policies and regulations or sector specific
policies and regulations need to be in place before rolling out this digital identity model. As
is the case of BankID in Sweden, it started with a group of banks collaborating on accepting
each other’s customers’ identity based on their enrolment in the BankID program (see
Section 3). Once identified by one bank, the other banks trusted the enrolment of the
identity of that customer and offered them products and services without the need for
enrolment. Eventually, other service providers like merchants, gyms, government agencies
like tax authorities, pensions, utilities started trusting the same BankID data of a customer
resulting in it becoming the digital identity standard for all services in the country.
Refer to Section 3 for a comparison of the existing digital identity models.
Depending on the stage of the evolution of a digital identity program in a particular country,
a centralised or a federated model could be the starting point for a national digital identity
program. If a particular country already has a functioning digital identity program in a
particular sector (e.g. healthcare or financial services), then a federated model would be

11

World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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right model to rollout the digital identity program to other sectors of the economy. Eventually,
over time, this federated digital identity program will cover all the services in the economy.
As part of the Digital Identity Strategic Plan, some key policies and regulations need to be
in place for the national digital identity program to work. These include:
a) a conducive legal framework,
b) a trusted data security and privacy model
c) a nationwide digital communications infrastructure
The following diagram shows the legal and policy issues that need to be in place for a
national digital identity program.

Source: World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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4a.ii. Institutional Framework and Governance model
Institutional Framework
For any digital identity program to work, an effective institutional framework is necessary.
This ensures accountability, stability and governance of the program. In this context,
whether a country adopts a centralised or federated model, strong institutional
infrastructure is required.
A national organization that is the main agency behind the rollout and management of
a countrywide digital identity program should either be enacted into law or an existing
agency should be given complete responsibility to administer the program.
In a centralised model, such a national digital identity organization is setup with a reporting
line to the head of state or within a single ministry with other ministries as stakeholders. In
a federated model, an agency is setup with the relevant stakeholders as members of the
agency to oversee the digital identity program.
While setting up a national digital identity organization, it is important to define its roles
and functions to ensure all aspects of a critical national asset like the digital identity of the
entire population is safe and secure. The three main functions of a national digital identity
organization are to Collect identity information of the population, Store the information in
a safe and secure repository and Use the digital identity information for secure public and
private services to the country’s population. These three main functions can be expanded
into operational roles for the national digital identity organization.
The following table outlines the three key functions and roles for a national digital identity
organization to launch a successful digital identity program.
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Source: World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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The five roles outlined in the table above are critical for the success of the digital identity
program. These five roles require careful planning together with organizational and
industry support for an effective rollout of the digital identity program. A fully functioning
organizational structure is essential for each functional role outlined below.
1. Enrolment agency
The plan involves setting up an enrolment agency. This will include a complete organization
structure to manage the enrolment process. The agency will setup enrolment centres
across the country for the citizens and residents to enroll themselves in the digital identity
program. These enrolment centres could be setup in fixed locations as well as mobile
centres using fully equipped vans. The fixed locations can be setup in large population
centres (major towns and cities) while the mobile vans can be deployed in rural areas,
moving from village to village.
The enrolment agency will be responsible for marketing and promotion of the enrolment
centres asking the residents to register themselves. During registration, they will capture
the identity information and update the digital identity profiles.
2. Central Repository
The plan includes setting up a digital identity central organization to manage the central
repository. The central repository is the storage medium of the digital identity data. Since it
will be the repository of identity data of millions of people, it has to be created and secured
as a prime national asset of any country. The central repository will establish standards
for information collection, formats of data collected including biometrics and the process
to collection this identity information from individuals. It will coordinate activities with the
enrolment agency to ensure that all data collected at the fixed and mobile enrolment
centres is properly stored in the central repository. It will integrate with the civil registry
databases (birth and death register) to verify the data received and run background checks
to ensure no duplicates (called de-duplication) are created in the central repository.
The most important function of the central repository (after checking civil registry
databases and de-duplication of information) is to issue a Unique Identification Number or
UIN for a particular individual whose data has been verified. This UIN is the digital identity
issued for each individual and it essentially fixes this UIN to that individual for life.
The entire central repository containing the individual data and related UIN needs to be
secured and protected against unauthorised access, fraud and misuse. Hence, key privacy
and security structures need to be in place before the central repository is operational for
enrolment.
To ensure that the holder of the identity can access his own data, systems need to be in
place to allow secure access. This includes accessing the digital identity data by entering
the individual’s UIN followed by biometric capture of the individual’s parameters (e.g.
fingerprint or facial scan, etc.).
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Alternate secure access methods include, using a secure 6 digit PIN number (similar to an
ATM PIN number) issued to the individual when the UIN is issued. This 6 digit PIN number is
also referred to as a digital token ( or secure key). Only when the UIN and the PIN match
with the central repository records, then identity data is provided to the individual or a
third party requesting access.
Another secure access method is to use a QR code that is scanned by a secure mobile
app on an individual’s phone or scanning the QR code on an online website. Once the QR
code is scanned, the individual is prompted to enter his secure 6 digit PIN number and then
identity data is provided to the individual or a third party requesting access.
The central repository is responsible for managing the entire storage lifecycle of the
identity data. This includes creation, maintenance and deletion of identity data.
3. National Identity Issuing body – physical or digital issuance of identity document
The National Identity organization also is the issuer of the digital identity document to the
individual of the country. The newly created UIN or digital identity can be provided back to
the customer either in physical form or via electronic means (email or mobile). The physical
form could be a Smart Card (a smart chip card similar to a credit/debit card) that has
the digital identity data with UIN encrypted onto the smart chip of the card. In this case,
the smart chip card can be used where chip readers are installed to verify identity. This
requires chip readers to be installed at all locations where identity verification is required.
The other option is to issue the UIN as a printed document with the individual’s photo and
address data (without the smart chip card). In this case the digital identity of a person
can be verified either by a mobile app or via online web access. Only the UIN needs to
be entered in the mobile app or online website, followed by the 6 digit PIN number or
biometric data (fingerprint or facial scan).
4. Identity Service Provider
The National Identity organization will need to create an organization structure that
provides identity verification and related services to the individual to assert his identity as
well as service providers who have a need to authenticate the identity of an individual.
The identity verification and authentication of an individual’s identity uses the digital identity
data stored in the central repository. An individual can access the data for viewing and
update of identity information or to authorize a third party (banks, healthcare institutions,
transportation companies, telecom companies, etc.) to use the data for signing up for their
services (e.g. opening a bank account, getting medical services, buying airline tickets, signing
up for a new mobile service, etc.).
A safe, secure and user friendly process will be setup by the identity service provider to
provide such access for individual’s and third parties to access the identity data from the
central repository as outlined in the earlier section on Central Repository.
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5. Credential and Certificate Authority
The National Digital Identity organization needs to issue the UIN (digital identity) and PIN
(digital token) such that it is secure from misuse and fraud. This is achieved by creating an
organization called the Credential and Certificate Authority that manages the individual’s
digital token (or 6 digit PIN) using a key technology called PKI or Public Key Infrastructure.
The PKI works on creating a combination of public and private digital keys (unique
combination of alphabets, numbers and special symbols). These public and private digital
keys are issued by the Credential and Certificate Authority. The individual identity holder
has the digital key with his UIN. This digital key is converted to a 6 digit PIN selected by the
individual during enrolment. The public key can be used by third parties to request for an
individual’s identity verification with the central repository. Only when the central repository
receives the public digital key and the private digital key (from the individual) then it unlocks
the identity data and verifies the individual’s identity as per central repository records.

Governance model
To ensure the five roles are effectively performed by the National Digital Identity
organization, an effective governance model is required. This is to bring in transparency
and trust into the entire digital identity program. While governance models can vary
from country to country, a typical governance model should consist of the following
organizational structure. In the diagram below, the reporting structure in a centralised
model can be to a government ministry instead of the cabinet or to a group of
stakeholders in a federated model.

Adapted from World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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The Steering Committee oversees the implementation of the national digital identity
program. It develops the program policy and defines the strategy for a national rollout
of the digital identity program. It establishes priorities and performance targets for the
functioning of the organization. In addition, it manages the budget and funding issues
related to the digital identity program.
Executive Committee
This committee sets the overall strategy and objectives for the national digital identity
program as per requirements of the Steering Committee. It ensures that the digital
identity program is rolled out as per planned strategy and the objectives of the program
are achieved. It sets the financial metrics for accountability and develops KPIs (key
performance indicators) for the operations of the program.
Technology & Operations Committee
This committee sets the strategy and guidelines for technology procurement, usage
and initial as well as steady state operations of the digital identity program. It also is
responsible for research and adoption of new technologies and security systems to ensure
the central repository is well positioned to utilize such technologies and is secure from ever
evolving cyber threats.
Financial Management Committee
This committee is responsible for both the funding of the National Digital Identity
organization as well as the planned capital and operational expenses of the company.
It monitors the financial performance metrics of the company as per guidance of the
Steering Committee.
Risk and Compliance Committee
This committee is responsible for identifying risks, assessing their impact and mitigating
them to ensure smooth operations of the digital identity program. While planned risks can
be effectively resolved, this committee has to continuously monitor for any unplanned risks
that come along the program rollout. Quick and effective strategies have to be deployed to
mitigate such unplanned risks.
Third Party Independent Auditors
These auditors will be required to ensure that the digital identity program is deployed as
per laws and policies laid out by the government in a centralised model or by the group of
stakeholders in a federated model. Such third party independent auditors are essential
to establishing trust in the digital identity program both for the stakeholders as well as the
general public.
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In order to have a successful and effective national digital identity program, a public
sector and private sector partnership could be the most suitable operational framework.
While the public sector (government agencies) are the digital identity providers, the
private sector is the user of such digital identity data. These could be banks, healthcare
institutions, transportation and telecom companies, etc. The public sector could tap on the
technical expertise of the private sector at various stages of the national digital identity
program rollout. Enrolment centres can be outsourced to private companies. Required
equipment for identity capture like computers, biometric scanners, cameras, consumables
etc. can be sourced from private sector organisations at competitive rates. In addition,
representatives of key private sector companies that require identity verification could be
inducted as advisors to the Steering Committee to ensure that they can contribute to the
policies and procedures related to usage of identity data. Such a public private partnership
can ensure continued long term success of the national digital identity program.

4a.iii. Technology
A Digital Identity project involves selecting and integrating a combination of technology
components to make it successful. A properly designed technology strategy is critical to
the long term viability of the Digital Identity system. A technology strategy that includes key
considerations is outlined below:
Key Technology Considerations
•

Platform options (cloud or onpremise)

•

 uture capacity expansion and backup/disaster recovery for compute,
F
storage(databases) and network components

•

Designing an open and scalable technology architecture

•

User personas – individuals, businesses, government agencies, auditors

•

Enrollment (Biometrics), Storage, Access and Management of Digital Identity Data

•

Issuance of Digital Identity (electronic credentials) and usage of the electronic
credentials

•

Access via various devices e.g. mobile, internet or inperson

•

Security, Privacy and Consent management

•

Interoperability with civil registry and relying parties

•

Cross-border interoperability with other Digital Identity systems and relying parties

•

Technology solutions that address above issues

•

Technology Costs and Benefits
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Platform and Architecture
A first step in the technology strategy for a Digital Identity system is to design an open
architecture platform that protects against lock-in due to a specific vendor or technology.
An identity system has to be based on a design that is flexible enough to meet the
country’s needs into the foreseeable future, independent of the vendor that initially
delivered the solution and the specific technology upon which it was built.
Vendor and technology lock-in is an important consideration, since identity systems tend
to develop a network effect, i.e. they increase in size and value as more people enroll and
more governmental and private sector programs depend on them. This dependency—
whose effect is often seen at the time of contract renewal, in the form of the incumbent or
legacy system advantage— makes it harder (or more costly) to migrate from one vendor or
technology to another.
In order to protect against such risks, the implementing authority needs to ensure that its
Digital Identity system is “vendor neutral” and “technology neutral,” by putting in place a set
of design elements for the architecture, a sample of which is provided in Table below. The
key technology components and standards for biometric devices are outlined.
The ultimate goal is to promote the emergence of an identity ecosystem in the country,
which allows many vendors, products, solutions, and technologies to continually compete
on features, performance, and price. Identity is an important national asset and it needs
to be served by a healthy and robust market that offers choice, rather than by one that
is dominated by a single or a handful of vendors. Devising a prudent technology strategy
should be a priority for any country that sees identity as an infrastructure to be protected
through informed regulations.
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Architecture and Standards for Digital Identity System

Source – World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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Integration with Civil Registry and using Biometrics
One of the key goals of the Digital Identity system is to establish a unique identity before
an electronic credential is issued to an individual. This can be done by verification of
civil registry documents (e.g. birth certificate, passport, etc.) or using biometrics or a
combination of both.
A robust civil registration process that ensures every birth is recorded in the registry will
be sufficient for issuing a digital credential to that individual. The biometrics provides a
clear mechanism for establishing the unique identity of an individual and helps in eliminating
duplicate identity records or so called de-duplication process.
Identifying an individual, issuing a digital (electronic) credential and then using that to
authenticate the identity the individual’s identity and re-use it for transaction authorisation
for government agencies or private sector businesses requires careful planning,
architecture and design considerations as outlined below.
Using Biometrics for Issuance and reuse of Digital Identity
While designing the architecture for a Digital Identity system, the type of biometrics most
suitable for the program needs to be determined. Note that biometric technologies are
used not only for the de-duplication process (1:N matching), but also for authentication (1:1
matching), where a claimed identity is verified at the time it is asserted or used. Today, the
three most mature and effective types of biometrics that can be used, both for 1:N and 1:1
matching, are: fingerprints, the iris, and the face.36 In practice, a multi-biometric strategy
(as opposed to uni-modal) can be helpful for the core identifying information, where a
combination of these three modalities is used. The technology strategy will depend on
which biometric strategy is adopted for the Digital Identity system.
A comparison of the different types of biometrics and there usefulness in a Digital Identity
system is outlined in the Table below.
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Comparison of Biometric Features for Digital Identity System

Source – World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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Identity Proofing
Verifying the legitimacy of the new applicant’s identity is called identity proofing.
Identity proofing serves to ensure the individual who attempts to open a new account or
signup for a new service is the person they represent themselves to be. Identity proofing
typically has two aspects:
•

Identity validation—Does this identity exist? Prevent criminals using synthetic identities
to open accounts.

•

Identity verification—Does the identity presented belong to the person presenting it?
Stop criminals using stolen identities to open accounts/signup for a service.

There are a number of drivers that make this necessary, including:
•

 raud prevention. Those using synthetic or stolen identities intend to use them to steal
F
either directly from the account they are opening, or by building up a credit record with that
organization that gives them a gateway to accounts where potential gains are greater.

•

 ompliance with financial crime regulation. Regulation intended to tackle crime such as
C
money laundering, terrorist financing, or tax evasion requires client due diligence checks.
These checks mean that you must know your customer (KYC) and be able to identify
when not to provide services because of sanctions or when to take extra caution, as in
the case of politically exposed persons (PEPs).

•

 ompliance with regulation that restricts access to products or services—for example,
C
age verification.
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Technology issues on the selection of type of Digital Identity Credentials to be issued
Once an individual’s civil registry data and biometrics are captured and verified, a Digital
Identity or electronic credential can be issued for the individual. Whether to issue a physical
(cards) or digital only credential (a Unique Identification Number or UIN) needs to be
considered based on cost, efficiency and security. The following are the types of Digital
Identity credentials that could be issues to individuals.
Only Digital credential – a Unique Identification Number or UIN that is issued on a low cost
laminated paper
Low-end Cards – cards printed on PVC (plastic) with a magnetic stripe (contains the digital
UIN)
High-end Cards – Smartcards with an embedded computer Chip and/or contactless tap
and go chip
Mobile credential – the credential is stored on a special SIM or in a secure chip on the
mobile smartphone
The following table shows a comparison of the different types of digital credentials issued
focusing on cost and security trade-offs for offline and online transactions.
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Cost and Security Considerations for Types of Digital Credentials

Source – World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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Some countries like Estonia and Ghana have issued high end smartcards with chip and
photograph on the cards. Others like India have issued a 12 digit unique ID number called
Aadhaar number. The Aadhaar number can be verified online with the issuing authority
UIDAI. Refer to Section 3 of this document.
Structure of the Unique Identification Number or UIN
From both an issuance and usage of Digital Identity, the Unique Identification Number or
UIN is the central component of the individual’s identity. Hence, designing a UIN is critical to
the Digital Identity system.
To design an effective UIN, a technical analysis is often needed. This includes deciding if the
number codes certain immutable information about its bearer or not; and if it does not,
whether it will be a serial number or a completely random number. As can be seen from
the Table below, some countries have opted to code information such as gender, date of
birth (DoB), district of birth, etc. There are obvious advantages to such coding, but also
potentially some dangers. For example, the UIN can reveal information that could be used
for discrimination, profiling, and social exclusion.
This is of particular concern when the UIN is used for signing up for services. Service
providers could decide to price their services or restrict their availability, depending
on certain digits in the UIN. In addition, a structured number makes it easier for fraud
perpetrators to guess the number (or at least narrow down the range of possibilities)
starting with a few known facts about its bearer (i.e., through social engineering).

Source – World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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In the case where the UIN is generated with no information, a serial number is mildly easier
to issue, from a technical standpoint. It can also give a sense of when enrollment took
place, since lower numbers would have been issued earlier.
Another key UIN decision is the number of digits to be used. The number of digits selected
should provide for more than enough UINs to comfortably accommodate all new births
expected for the foreseeable future in the country (on a scale of 50 to 100 years).
Typically, this puts the number anywhere between 11 and 16 digits (including a control digit),
which should be sufficient for most countries in the world.
Also, the UIN could provide a mechanism for identity authentication through a PIN. This can
be implemented by adding some hidden digits, say four or six digits, to the UIN as shown
below. The PIN can be set by the individual and can become a part of the UIN assigned
to the individual’s identity and stored in the national database. The PIN can be used to
verify the identity of the bearer in circumstances where biometrics are not practical
or are not available. Clearly, this would provide weaker confidence in the identity of the
bearer (especially for non-repudiation purposes) and hence would be used for lower-risk
transactions, in accordance with the country’s risk management model. For example, a
citizen interacting with a government agency via a mobile device may be required to supply
his or her UIN and, in addition, authenticate himself or herself by providing the PIN, which
could be sufficient for requesting routine documents. This is convenient, since it allows
this individual to use a mobile device that is not equipped with a fingerprint reader, for
example. Such mobile devices are the older USSD devices (e.g. Nokia) compared the newer
smartphones (e.g. Apple, Samsung).
Sample uncoded UIN Structure for Digital Identity

Source – World Bank analysis

Note: The hash digit (or checksum), is designed to identify common errors when typing or
exchanging the UIN (e.g., Luhn checksum algorithm in the public domain and specified in
ISO/IEC 7812 standard pertaining to ID card).
Source – World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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Digital Identity, Authentication and Access Management
Customer identity management runs through the customer lifecycle. Wherever the
questions “who is this?” or “is this my customer?” are asked, CIM helps to provide the
answers. In the following graphical depiction of a customer journey, the tasks are divided
between CIM and IAM, reflecting the areas responsible for delivering them: IT security for
IAM and compliance/financial crime prevention/legal for CIM.
The customer applies for an account either online or in-branch and their identity is checked
as part of the application process. Some businesses may use network analytics to check
for links to known criminals in addition to scanning for adverse information and confirming
documentary evidence. At the point the account is set up, the customer should be enrolled
or bound to authentication factors, allowing them to prove easily who they are when they
come back. As part of this onboarding, they will be allowed access to customer-facing
systems that help them manage their account, including customer services.
When the customer transacts, the organization not only checks whether they are the
same customer, but also their ability to make the transaction, especially in a commercial
environment where multiple approvals may be needed. The organization also checks the
transaction itself, which will be related to the customer’s previous transaction history.
It is clear that both CIM and IAM are required to secure the transactions and the
customer’s account and comply with regulation.
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Digital identity is now the confluence of identity attributes (CI - customer identity), and the
systems used to authenticate them (AM - access management). CIAM is therefore not
only about the underlying attributes and assertions behind an identity, but also relies on
the capacity to authenticate the bona-fides of the “actor” that is operating on behalf of
this digital identity at any given point in time.
Authentication Modalities
As noted earlier, authentication is the act of proving “who you are”. In digital identity
systems, this gives the capacity to operate on an underlying identity, knowing that the
actor initiating the process is the rightful owner, and potential operator of the data.
Digital authentication technology is numerous, and these technologies can be categorized
under 3 primary “factors”:
1. Knowledge Factors - Something you know, e.g., a password
2. Possession Factors - Something you have, e.g., a mobile phone, or OTP Token
3. Inherence Factors - Something you are, e.g., biometrics, as discussed in section
4b earlier.

These factors all have pros and cons, from both a usability, and a security perspective.
An indeed, it is now well understood that best practice authentication mandates at least
2 of these factors in conjunction (also known as 2FA - Two Factor Authentcation, or MFA
- Multi-factor authentication).
Older style trust factors, such as single PIN, or password, are no longer deemed secure
enough to perform any action of reasonable consequence. Additionally, common 2FA
processes that are unfortunately still widely in use today, such as SMS OTP, also carry a
range deficiencies that are easily attacked, making this modality particularly exploitable,
and the data it protects, vulnerable.
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In today’s modern world, with relatively high uptake of smartphones, significantly high levels
of authentication trust can be achieved without the provisioning of hardware security
devices. For example, being able to execute an MFA (a biometric authentication on a
known trusted smartphone), meets the requirements for both possession and inherence
factors in a single event, and underpin reasonably strong demands as we see in such
frameworks as the PSD2 SCA (The EU’s Payment Services Directive 2 - Strong Customer
Authentication).
Authentication Standards
What is an authentication event on its own, and how can it be trusted? The first questions
that are typically raised are:
•

Where did the authentication event occur?

•

In what way, and with what credentials?

•

How were these credentials originally provisioned? Under what context?

•

Who is consuming the authentication event, and for what reason?

Underpinning all of these (non-exhaustive) questions, is the concept of trust. Trust that
System A is able to look to the assertions of System B, and deem those processes as
immediately consumable, and to a level within a set risk appetite. Something may have
authenticated somebody, but that alone doesn’t mean very much without context.
To make this process easier, open authentication standards have matured quite solidly
over the last 15-20 years, and these standards provide a means for various interoperable
systems to quantify the units of trust, and to provide messaging standards to enable a
common language to express that trust (and the underlying data that is usable within that
trust context).
Two primary protocols have stood out for this, and they are:
•

OAuth (Open Authorization) - (https://oauth.net/2)

•

 penID Connect (An authentication protocol built on top of OAuth in (1) above) O
(https://openid.net)

Within the realms of digital identity, you will see these standards almost exclusively, and
they have certainly become the established lingua franca of digital identity authentication
and identity data messaging across the globe.
These two standards come with a range of sub-standards (known as profiles), that
further engage with channel types more specifically, efficiently, and with greater degrees
of precision. For example, web application vs. native mobile applications (security attack
vectors, coupled with available platform features), or back channel server to server
communications, and the like.
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Indeed, we can see the further concrete support for these protocols playing out in
recent examples of Open API initiatives, such as the EU’s Open Banking (OB) programme,
and Australia’s Consumer Data Right (CDR) project, as examples. The latter eventually
standardising on the outcomes eventually agreed on for the Open Banking programme
before it. This final standard, known as the Financial Grade API (or FAPI), is now an
endorsed and standardised protocol, published back into the OpenID Connect suite of
profiles itself.
Adaptive Risk and Trust
With an ability to operate on identity in the digital world, comes the necessary need to
secure the use of the data with extreme confidence. As discussed above, the science
of authentication is clearly a necessary counterpart capability to enabling active digital
identity use.
However, even with discussion of the above technologies and frameworks used to enable
the capability of authentication, single event authentication alone is arguably not enough.
One might well be able to log into a bank and perform a transaction, but digital identity
across of range of contexts traverses more than a single system, epoch, and trust
boundary. The question then is, was the original authentication event still suitable to assert
trust across an entire spectrum of touchpoints, over an arbitrary period of time? Modern
perspectives on this question arrive at a fairly clear answer. No.
Two countermeasures to tackle this conundrum have since been put forward in the last
decade by Gartner:
•

Zero Trust Frameworks

•

Continuous Adaptive Risk and Trust Assessment (CARTA)

Zero Trust Frameworks essentially takes the view, that at any given point in time, trust
nothing. One must re-evaluate trust in the context of what is being done at the time. In
and of itself, Zero Trust frameworks have particular applicability at lower levels of the
technology stack, such as at the network level, or at domain and application boundaries.
However, CARTA, a concept built on top of Zero Trust, is more specifically suitable to digital
identity ecosystems, in that it can be applied conceptually at all the layers of digital identity
assertion, and at the points of consumption.
The concept of Continuos Adaptive Risk and Trust Assessment means that when you are
performing an operation, evaluate the security context at that point in time, and demand
a re-assertion of that security context if required. For example, if I’m working with a digital
identity based application, and I have logged in (20 minutes ago from an IP address in
Manila), and now I’m trying to submit a new tax submission to my government, but now the
IP address appears to be coming from Hong Kong, then the adaptive risk component goes
up, and the possibility of an authentication reassertion goes with it.
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4a.iv. DiD Trust, Privacy, Security and Consent Management
Digital Identity system requires putting in place an elaborate set of safeguards that fall
under the heading of trust, privacy, and security. Collectively, these are intended to ensure
that the system operates within the boundaries of the law, does not violate people’s rights,
and is protected from abuse, risks, and vulnerabilities, so that it can earn the confidence of
those who rely on it.
Trust
Building trust in the system is an important objective of a critical infrastructure program
such as Digital Identity that different parties rely on. These parties include: the identified
persons who are providing their data during enrollment and use; the partner government
agencies that require system access for their eKYC and to provide services to their people;
and the private entities relying on Digital Identity to conduct commerce or to provide
services. For an Digital Identity program to work well, all parties must be convinced of the
integrity of the overall system. Unfortunately, building trust is challenging, as it takes a
significant effort to earn, yet it can be lost easily without safeguards. In addition, trust is
not always fact-based; perception at times is as much of a factor as reality.
The Table below provides a summary of some of the more important issues that a Digital
Identity program needs to address in order to earn and retain trust. These come from
lessons learned from similar programs around the world. The list is intended to create a
starting point for an internal planning dialogue in a country that could culminate into an
identity assurance strategy for the country. For example, in order to promote trust, some
countries have granted individuals a “right to view” all data that is being retained by the
government about them. The topic of trust cannot be separated from the operational
controls that have to be put in place, as discussed in the next section.
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Building Trust in a Digital Identity System

Source – World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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Privacy
Privacy is the ability of individuals or a group to free themselves or the information about
themselves from being observed, thereby controlling what information they reveal to
others (also referred to as the “right to be left alone”). The boundaries and content of
what is considered private differ among cultures, individuals, and nations and are changing
with the evolution of the Internet and social media. Nevertheless, privacy concerns are
evoked universally by data-centric programs such as Digital Identity, and, if not addressed
correctly from the outset, could jeopardize their success. The Digital Identity system
generates sensitive data during enrollment and when it is used to enable the actions of its
holder (audit trail of transactions). More precisely, Digital Identity evokes privacy concerns
primarily for the following reasons:
Enrollment Data: the Digital Identity registration process requires the collection of
significant amounts of personally identifying information (PII) for validation and vetting, as
previously explained. The collection of such information by its very nature is invasive to
privacy. PII includes information that people generally consider private.
The Central Database: not only does the Digital Identity system capture PII during
enrollment, it consolidates that data into central repositories to guard against duplicative
registration and to deliver identity services. Having a roster of all individuals in a country in
a central repository creates significant concerns of security, exploitation, and misuse.
The UIN: the use of the Unique Identity Number as an administrative tool to manage
identity evokes privacy concerns, since it enables the linking of disparate information about
an individual across databases, which a priori are not linked. Linkage deepens the insight
into an individual, since the sum of data is more invasive than its individual parts.
Digital Audit Trail: Over time, if the Digital Identity program is successful, it would become
pervasive; it would enable a dominant number of the population’s daily actions. Such
massive reliance on a unique and traceable ID produces a significant amount of data
exhaust in the form of an audit trail of actions, which can easily accumulate in digital
trail databases without the user’s intervention or knowledge. These can be mega-sized
databases and may contain biometric data, personal directory data, locational data,
device identifiers, transaction details and other PII, which are not the direct outcome of
controlled enrollment but a byproduct of identity-facilitated use.
In addition to the potential for privacy invasion, there is the perception of loss of control.
The consolidation of massive amounts of data could be perceived as giving to one entity
(government, in our case) an instrument that could be used to control the individual and
the population. For example, if a log of the Digital Identity activities is retained, it could
evolve into a surveillance program, with significant risks to the adoption of Digital Identity
and to people’s privacy.
In order to avoid the potential privacy pitfalls of Digital Identity program, suitable protective
measures need to be put in place. Some of the options are listed in the Table below.
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To start with, privacy-specific legislation forms the foundation of a pro-privacy
environment. The legislative acts can pertain to specific applications or verticals (such
as healthcare, financial sector, etc.), or they can be omnibus and recognize privacy as
a right covered in any context. Often, the act that leads to the creation of the Digital
Identity program references and supplements such privacy laws. On this legal foundation,
a government can build a series of measures, similar to those first articulated by the US
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) as far back as in 1998, and are collectively referred to
as Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs). These were the result of the FTC’s inquiry
into the way online entities collect and use information and represent general safeguards
to assure adequate information privacy. Though slightly dated, these principles embody
the four protection principles for privacy in the electronic marketplace, which are Access,
Notice, Choice, and Security.
The first three of the principles are discussed in the Table below. Security is discussed
in the next section. In addition to these principles, best practices now encourage the
use of what has become known as Privacy-by-Design. This is an approach of system
engineering that takes into account, at all steps of the design and implementation process,
the protection of privacy. It is not a single measure, but a collection of technologies and
methodologies that fit under the rubric of Privacy- Enhancing Technologies (PET). PET
continue to grow as more attention is being paid to this important issue.
Another ingredient that has become important in the privacy dialogue is the privacy
policy (PP). This is not a legal agreement, but an easy-to-understand document that any
person can read and that explains in plain language what an organization that collects
PII is committed to doing to safeguard the information. It is usually the document that
Privacy Commissioners start with in examining the privacy practices of a public or private
institution.
Finally, as a best practice, it is recommended that the Digital Identity program incorporate
a PIA (privacy impact assessment) that can be part of the initial planning as well as the
change management procedures on an ongoing basis.
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Creating a Pro-Privacy Environment for Digital Identity

Ref: See Ronald Hes and John Borking, “Privacy Enhancing Technologies:
The Path to Anonymity,” joint report of the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Canada, and the Dutch Data Protection
Authority, Revised edition 2000, can be downloaded from http://www.cbpweb.nl/downloads_av/av11.pdf.
Source – World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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Security
At a basic level, a Digital Identity program is an information system that is supposed
to secure online human interactions. As such, in addition to the measures needed to
build trust and respect privacy, as discussed above, the information system requires
sound information security safeguards that mitigate against the risk of breach and other
operational vulnerabilities, spanning areas of legislation, governance, technology, and
operational control.
From a technology standpoint, there is a body of well-developed best practices that can
be followed. A pertinent standard is the ISO/IEC 7498-2, which identifies the need to
build the following security functions in any information system, including a Digital Identity
program:
Authentication: Applies to both entity authentication and data origin authentication. The
first provides checking of a claimed identity at the time of usage, while the second provides
verification of the source of data (this does not in itself protect against duplication or
modification in data units).
Access Control: Provides protection against unauthorized use of resources at all levels of
the system. It includes: use of a communication resource, reading, writing, or deletion of an
information resource, and the execution of a processing resource or application. Refer to
the previous section on Technology.
Data Integrity: Ensures that information has not been altered by unauthorized or unknown
means at any point in its journey.
Data Confidentiality: Protects against unauthorized disclosure, ensuring that information is
kept secret from all but those authorized to see it.
Non-repudiation: Prevents the denial of previous commitments or actions, including
repudiation of origin (sender of data denies having sent it) and delivery (receiver of data
denies having received it.).
It is recommended that a full-scale IT risk and vulnerability assessment be conducted prior
to implementation of the Digital Identity solution, as well as on an ongoing basis, in order
to monitor how the system withstands real-world operational cyberattacks that could
undermine its functionality.
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4a.v. Operational Processes and Controls
Ultimately, the Digital Identity program needs to be run as a going concern. This means that
there must be processes and controls in place to avoid the failure of the National Identity
organization and to ensure the achievement of the following organizational objectives:
Regulatory compliance: the National Identity organization has to function in compliance
with all applicable laws and regulations, including the act that led to its formation. It has to
respect the rights of the people that it serves (privacy, as well as the right of access to
service without exclusion or discrimination). This is in order to avoid potential regulatory
penalties and sanctions, and potential loss of goodwill in the eyes of the public.
Protection against man-made operational risk: both internal (corruption, bribery, and
collusion) and external (data breaches, cybercrimes, terrorism, and general hacking and
disruption of service). These could adversely impact the trust in the system, as discussed
above, and could cause it reputational damage.
Continuity of operations: the Digital Identity program is a mission-critical system.
Procedures and measures have to be established to ensure that it can recover and
continue to operate in the event of business disruption (such as a disaster). Business
continuity and Disaster Recovery planning is critical.
Continued relevance: as a going concern, the Digital Identity program needs to continue to
be relevant and to grow its role within society. This requires capturing, on an ongoing basis,
the public mind share.
Efficiency of operations: invariably, the National Identity organization will be judged by its
ability to operate as a successful entity. That means it will have to deliver on financial and
operational performance metrics (e.g., efficiency and customer satisfaction).
The processes and controls necessary for achieving the above objectives can be grouped
into two categories (i) Corporate and support function controls, and (ii) Controls related to
identity management. A summary of these are given in Tables below.
It is important to emphasize that the audits referenced in Table are intended to be over
and above any audits that the Independent Auditor may perform on the entire system
pursuant to the requirements established by the cabinet or the parliament, as discussed in
Section on Institutional Governance.
The controls for the processes of identity management, shown in the Table, include
procedures applicable to each phase of the identity lifecycle: registration, issuance,
and use, including maintenance or updates. They are designed to render the system
efficient and accountable, and to protect the system from any form of fraud or abuse in
accordance with the requirements of trust in the system.
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Corporate and Support Function Controls for a Digital Identity Program

Source: World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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Controls Related to Identity Management for a Digital Identity Program

Source: World Bank Digital Identity Toolkit
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4b. Consent Management and
Sharing of DiD data
A Digital Identity program stores important Personally Identifiable Information (PII) for
authentication and verification of a user’s identity. This PII can be used by public and
private sector organizations (relying parties) to provide online services to the user without
the need for the user to re-key that information every time the user signs up for a service
from these relying parties.
In addition, the PII of a user that is stored in the Digital Identity database could be an
exhaustive list of attributes. However, not all data needs to be shared with the relying
parties when signing up for their services. Hence, a Digital Identity program needs to
provide a user the full set of PII that is stored with the program and then obtain user
consent to share only the relevant data with the relying party that is needs to information
to provide the service to the user.
Singapore Example of a New Business Service signup with Singapore Digital Identity
(Singpass)
Assuming that a particular user has been enrolled in a National Digital Identity program
and has been issued his digital credentials, the user now wants to signup for a new service
from a business. He goes to the business website or downloads the business app and
wants to signup. The process of consent management to signup for a new business service
by an applicant or user works as follows:
1. T
 he applicant (user) goes to the business website or business app and selects signup.
On the website or app, the applicant selects ‘Apply with Singpass’
2. A
 pplicant is directed to the Singpass app where he logs in using his digital credential or
with biometrics and gives his consent to share Personally Identifiable Information or PII
3. T
 he Singpass app retrieves the applicant’s personal data and pre-fills his data on the
signup form that is shown on the website or app
4. T
 he applicant verifies his pre-filled personal data and then enters other data that is
required for the business service and submits
This way the applicant does not have to re-key his personal data over and over again for
signing up new services from various businesses
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Source: Singapore GovTech

Similar to the above example, one of the key considerations for setting up a National Digital
Identity Program is to determine the personal data of a user that should be stored at the
time of enrollment and also obtain user consent when the stored personal data is used for
signup of services by other public or private business (relying parties).
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5. Domestic and Cross
border interoperability
of DiD
Interoperability of Digital Identity systems is the next step in the evolution as more
countries achieve maturity and widespread adoption of their existing Digital Identity
programs. Current initiatives are underway in planning and designing interoperability
between Digital Identity systems as outlined below.
Different Levels of Interoperability

5a. Domestic interoperability
Countries that have a single Digital Identity system whether operating in a centralized
or federated model need not be concerned about this interoperability model. However,
certain countries where there are multiple Digital Identity systems (e.g. Australia), it
becomes necessary to have the multiple systems to interact with each other for identity
data exchange to achieve public access to domestic public and private sector services
provided by the relying parties. If interoperability does not exist then each user has to key
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in the identity credentials each time he signs up with a service provider that is available on
another identity network. Hence, creating an interoperable national digital identity network
helps the entire population access to all services including healthcare, banking , education
and government services.
Domestic ID schemes clearly need to interoperate with other aspects of the digital stack in
order to work effectively in individual economies.
The Australian Digital Transformation Agency or DTA is creating this interoperable
domestic Digital Identity network as outlined in Section 3 of this document.

5b. Cross-border interoperability
Types of interoperability
The development of cross-border interoperability of digital ID schemes can go a long
way to helping unlock the digital economy, whether that is through helping to facilitate
cross-border payments, e-commerce, account opening, or through other potential use
cases such as casting a vote in an election as a resident overseas, to registering for and
undertaking educational courses, both remotely an in person.
There are several types of interoperability:
•

 rganizational: this allows organizations to exchange information across borders
O
even where they have different internal structures and processes. Ensuring digital
ID interoperability across organizations could require mappingthe identity lifecycle
processes of that organization with ISO Authentication assurance framework levels.

•

 emantic: ensuring that the precise meaning of exchanged information is
S
understandable by another application, even if the information was not developed for
it. Semantic interoperability enables systems to combine and process data with other
information resources. It is required for example for the delivery of frontend multilingual
services to users, for example.

•

 echnical: linking computer systems and services. based on agreed standards.
T
Examples could include biometrics (fingerprints, face image and iris), digital signature
standards and federation protocols12

•

Mutual recognition: an agreement for two or more economies to recognize each
other’s digital identity documents is another way of achieving interoperability, but
this mechanism does not require harmonization in the way that some of the above
examples might require.

Recent examples of interoperability around digital identity schemes include:
MoU between Singapore and Australia on digital ID schemes, contained in the

12 All from Citi document: https://www.citibank.com/tts/insights/articles/article154.html
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Australia-Singapore Digital Economy Agreement.
The MOU states sets out an intention “to contribute to the development mutual
recognition of digital identity by exchanging policies, technologies, information and human
resources related to digital identity.”
This objective is based on the similarities between Singapore’s National Digital Identity and
the Australia Trusted Digital Identity Framework. The MOU focuses on the following areas
of cooperation:
•

legal and regulatory frameworks supporting digital identities, including:
– status of electronic signatures and other trust services
– liability and contracts legislation
– accreditation of digital identity operators
– data storage and data privacy.

•

technical standards for the implementation of digital identities, including:
– conceptual architecture models for mutual recognition
– specifications of identity management systems
– security and monitoring requirements
– vocabularies and schema of data elements

•

policies relating to digital identities, including:
– business processes, responsibilities and expectations
– scope and governance of digital identities and trust frameworks
– documentation of rules
– audit requirements

•

 doption of digital identities by individuals and businesses to promote the use of
a
digital transactions.13

The Digital Economy Partnership Agreement between Singapore, Chile and New
Zealand sets out
A similar objective based on recognition around (a) the establishment or maintenance
of appropriate frameworks to foster technical interoperability or common standards
between each Party’s implementation of digital identities; (b) comparable protection of
digital identities afforded by each Party’s respective legal frameworks, or the recognition
of their legal and regulatory effects, whether accorded autonomously or by mutual
agreement; (c) the establishment or maintenance of broader international frameworks;
and (d) the exchange of knowledge and expertise on best practices relating to digital
identity policies and regulations, technical implementation and security standards, and
user adoption.14

13 Singapore-Australia DEA, MOU on digital identity
14 DEPA Singapore New Zealand Chile
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5c. M
 ultilateral DiD
interoperability scenarios
As more countries are launching Digital Identity programs, the focus has moved to multicountry interoperability of Digital Identities. With such interoperability, a user in one country
can access public and private sector services across borders without the need to verify
and authenticate his identity over and over again. The European Commission has taken the
lead in this area and proposed legislation to create a trusted and secure European Digital
Identity solution for all Europeans.15

The European Digital Identity framework
Under the proposed new Regulation, Member States will offer citizens and businesses
Digital Wallets that will be able to link their national digital identities with proof of other
personal attributes (e.g. driving licence, diplomas, bank account). These wallets may be
provided by public authorities or by private entities, provided they are recognised by a
Member State.
The new European Digital Identity Wallets will enable all Europeans to access services
online without having to use private identification methods or unnecessarily sharing
personal data. With this solution they will have full control of the data they share.
The European Digital Identity will be:
•

 vailable to anyone who wants to use it: Any EU citizen, resident, and business in the
A
Union who would like to make use of the European Digital Identity will be able to do so.

•

 idely useable: The European Digital Identity wallets will be useable widely as a way
W
either to identify users or to prove certain personal attributes, for the purpose of
access to public and private digital services across the Union.

•

 sers in control of their data: The European Digital Identity wallets will enable people
U
to choose which aspects of their identity, data and certificates they share with third
parties, and to keep track of such sharing. User control ensures that only information
that needs to be shared will be shared.

To make it a reality as soon as possible, the proposal is accompanied by a
Recommendation. The Commission invites Member States to establish a common
toolbox by September 2022 and to start the necessary preparatory work immediately.
This toolbox should include the technical architecture, standards and guidelines for best
practices.
The European Commission’s holistic approach to multi-country interoperability will result in
many countries adopting a model that is ‘globally interoperable by design’ and should form
part of the National Digital Identity program during the initial planning and design phase.

15 Commission proposes a trusted and secure Digital Identity (europa.eu)
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For this initiative, the Commission builds on the existing cross-border legal framework for
trusted digital identities, the European electronic identification and trust services initiative
(eIDAS Regulation). Adopted in 2014, it provides the basis for cross-border electronic
identification, authentication and website certification within the EU.

eIDAS is a key enabler for secure cross-border transactions
The Regulation on electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions
in the internal market (eIDAS Regulation) is a milestone towards creating a predictable
regulatory environment. The eIDAS Regulation will help business, citizens and public
authorities carry out secure and seamless electronic interactions.

The eIDAS Regulation:
•

 nsures that people and businesses can use their own national electronic identification
e
schemes (eIDs) to access public services available online in other EU countries;

•

 reates a European internal market for trust services by ensuring that they will work
c
across borders and have the same legal status as their traditional paper based
equivalents.

Only by providing certainty on the legal validity of these services will businesses and
citizens use digital interactions naturally.

Global Cross-border Interoperability framework
The following key elements will be required to create a multi-country interoperable digital
identity eco-system.
•

eIDAS EU Framework

•

National Nodes

•

Standards

•

Technical requirements

•

Messaging formats

•

Dispute resolution

A typical cross-border interoperable Digital Identity network could be designed as per
diagram below:
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Cross-border Digital Identity network using Blockchain(DLT) or API calls with national
eIDAs nodes.
More such models are in planning stages around the world and a consultative and
cooperative effort is needed to arrive at an interoperable global Digital Identity network.
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5d. Key Learning from existing
DiD models
With different Digital Identity models (centralised, federated) in use in various parts of
the world, as outlined earlier, it is apparent that a one-size-fits-all approach is neither
necessary nor appropriate for a successful Digital Identity program in a particular country.
Each country will have to evolve a model that suits its mission, purpose and is designed for
the public good of its people.
However, some things across existing Digital Identity models are common and contribute to
the success of a Digital Identity program. Hence, careful analysis of existing infrastructure,
thoughtful design and detailed planning are key elements for success. Some of the key
factors that any Digital Identity program should consider are outlined below:16

Outcome and context-based design
Key decisions regarding the design, rollout, and use of ID systems should be driven by the
context, national goals, and people-centered perspectives, rather than by the technology
itself. Technology choices should be based on a thorough analysis of the country’s
constraints and a clear understanding of how the system—including databases, credentials,
etc.—will be used what its primary applications will be (e.g. improve targeting of social
protection programs, improving financial inclusion, etc.). Practitioners must look beyond
mass registration/enrollment when they are designing a Digital Identity system and pay
sufficient attention to its authentication functions and other uses, as this is what will drive
the impact of an identity system.

Coordinated governance and sustained political
commitment
The Digital Identity projects and systems are ambitious and involve an extremely high
number of actors and stakeholders, including ministries, levels of government, private
companies, and international organizations, civil society organizations, and more. Few
projects touch every single person in a country like the introduction of a new identity
system. For Digital Identity projects to succeed, they therefore require a high level of
political commitment, a “whole of government approach,” and coordination to ensure
a shared vision and a system that is useful to a variety of stakeholders. In addition, the
Digital Identity providing agencies require clear institutional and operational mandates
and governance structures that provide enough capacity and resources to manage
identification in the long-run.

16 World Bank ID4D Practitioner’s Guide
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Strong legal, regulatory, and operational frameworks
Digital Identity systems require an enabling environment that adequately protects
individual data and rights, minimizes security risks, provides clear operational mandates
and accountability, and ensures equality of access to identity documents and services.
This includes primary and secondary legislation as well as internal operational guidelines,
which should be updated to provide a holistic view of the collection, use, and management
of personal data throughout the identity lifecycle, and is fit-for-purpose for the digital age.

A “privacy-and-security-by-design” approach
Privacy and security should be built into the enabling environment and the functional
and technical design of Digital Identity systems from the beginning—rather than as an
afterthought. This includes adopting state-of-the-art legal, management, operational, and
technical controls to ensure the protection of personal data from misuse, unauthorized
disclosure, security breaches including cyberthreats and cyberattacks, and function creep.
In addition, it includes building mechanisms to ensure user consent, control, and oversight
of personal data.

Specific strategies and efforts to reduce the risk of exclusion
during enrollment and authentication
To ensure universal access to Digital Identity systems, practitioners must adopt a
deliberate, ongoing strategy to ensure that no one is left behind. This may include updating
laws and procedures to remove discriminatory measures, outreach efforts to specific
groups that face higher barriers to obtaining ID or have concerns, exception-handling
policies and procedures for those without ID that prevent exclusion to basic rights and
services, and minimizing data collection and documentation requirements for registration.

Public engagement and consultation
People are the subject and primary end-users of Digital Identity systems, yet these
projects are often designed with little input from those they are designed to serve.
Consultation during the planning phase and throughout implementation is crucial for
understanding and mitigating barriers to access and designing such systems that are
user friendly and solve real problems. Conducting qualitative end-user research can help
improve the design of Digital Identity systems from the perspectives of people (i.e. a
bottom up rather than top down approach). Furthermore, intensive information campaigns
are necessary to educate the public about registration, and—along with easily-accessible
grievance redress mechanisms—are vital for reducing exclusion and improving trust in the
system.
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Use of international standards
Standards establish universally understood and consistent interchange protocols, testing
regimes, quality measures, and good practices with regard to the capture, storage,
transmission, and use of identity data, as well as the format and features of identity
credentials and authentication protocols. They are therefore crucial at each stage of
the identity lifecycle and help ensure that the building blocks of identity systems are
interoperable and can meet desired performance targets. Furthermore, the use of
international standards can help prevent vendor and technology lock-in by enabling the
system to change its technology (e.g. ensuring data can be migrated and is compatible with
different software), which is a key ingredient for operational and financial sustainability.17

17 World Bank ID4D Practitioner’s Guide
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6. Key questions for
governments and
stakeholders
After understanding the existing Digital Identity models in various countries around the
world and determining the key learnings from those systems, any new Digital Identity
deployment in a country requires some key questions and issues that need to be
addressed before the project can be rolled out. These questions are applicable for both
centralised as well as federated Digital Identity models.
Key questions for governments and stakeholders for the Digital Identity Project:

Digital Identity Project design
•

What is the objective?

•

Who are the end users?
– Can be individuals for themselves
– Individuals on behalf of others
– Individuals on behalf of legal entities (LEI)

•

What are the prerequisites?
– Existing inventory of registries and owners
– Privacy law in place?

•

Other local landscape considerations?
– Legal/regulatory context
– Cultural?

Digital Identity Project Rollout
•

Establishing motivation

•

Establishing trust

•

How do we establish trust?
– Levels of assurance (LoA):

		

–		 Verified ID (vs self-assured or proxy based on e.g. behaviour/location/profile)
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–		Authentication assurance (multi-factor authentication to eliminate errors and/or
fraud e.g. SMS, biometrics)

		

–		Federation assurance (protocols between trusted party and relying party when
transferring data)

–	Also, levels or frequency and sensitivity of data (low frequency but sensitive e.g.
mortgage application; frequent but non-sensitive e.g. e-commerce log-in)
Reach and takeup during Rollout
•

 overnment endorsement (e.g. Dutch Government ID services (DigID) transacting with
G
80% total population in 2018)

•

Building trust e.g. branding

•

Standards (especially open standards such as Open ID)

•

Work with the private sector to reach remote areas and ensure takeup (adoption)

Common challenges during Rollout
•

Governments shape vision but tough to get holistic approach

•

Main identity ministry often in lead (eg Interior Ministry)

•

 echnology and regulatory environment, business requirements and priorities for
T
deployment

•

Establishing trust is tough (both for end-users and relying parties)

•

Long-term vision for Digital Identity Project

•

 oving to cross-border: the project should be designed with future cross-border
M
interoperability
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7. Conclusion
A Digital Identity program requires a holistic approach for deployment in any country.
Proper planning and meticulous execution is required to ensure a successful deployment
of the Digital Identity program. After evaluating and understanding various existing Digital
Identity programs and their characteristics, this whitepaper provides an operational
framework for deployment of Digital Identity programs that are being contemplated or are
in the initial stages of planning.
The following is an outline of the step-by-step Operational Framework for a Digital Identity
program:
1. C
 onduct an assessment of the current state of national identity issuance, verification
and usage across multiple public and private sectors
2. C
 reate a Digital Identity Strategic Plan for the rollout of a national digital identity
program.
3. T
 he Digital Identity Strategic Plan will provide the Operational Framework for a new
digital identity program for any new country. This plan will cover the entire lifecycle of
digital identity for an individual as well as businesses for the country. It will outline the
strategy and the target operating model (TOM) for the creation, storage, management
and usage of digital identity.
The Digital Identity Strategic Plan will consist of five key elements:
i.

Policies and Regulations

		Legal framework, security & privacy model and a digital communications
infrastructure
ii. Institutional Framework and Governance model
		Setup a National Digital Identity Organization to collect, store and use the digital
identity information for secure public and private services to the country’s population
Develop an effective governance model to bring transparency and trust into the
digital identity program
iii. Technology
		Digital Identity Program success depends on the following key Technology
considerations:
		

•		 Platform options (cloud or on-premise)

		

•		Future capacity expansion and backup/disaster recovery for compute, storage
(databases) and network components
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•		 Designing an open and scalable technology architecture

		

•		 User personas – individuals, businesses, government agencies, auditors

		

•		 Enrollment (Biometrics), Storage, Access and Management of Digital Identity Data

		

•		Issuance of Digital Identity (electronic credentials) and usage of the electronic
credentials

		

•		 Access via various devices e.g. mobile, internet or in-person

		

•		 Security, Privacy and Consent management

		

•		 Interoperability with civil registry and relying parties

		

•		Cross-border interoperability with other Digital Identity systems and relying
parties

		

•		 Technology solutions that address above issues

		

•		 Technology Costs and Benefits

iv. Trust, Privacy and Security
		Trust, Privacy and Security safeguards are required to ensure the Digital Identity
Program operates with legal boundaries, does not violate people’s rights and is
protected from risk and abuse to generate confidence amongst its providers and
users
v. Operational Processes and Controls
		The National Digital Identity Program needs to be run as a going concern with
operational processes and controls to achieve following objectives
		Regulatory compliance
		

Protection against man-made operational risk

		

Continuity of operations

		Continued relevance
		

Efficiency of operations

4. A
 user’s consent is a key element of the National Digital Identity program since it stores
important Personally Identifiable Information (PII) with an exhaustive list of attributes
for authentication and verification of a user’s identity. This PII can be used by public
and private sector organizations (relying parties) to provide online services to the user.
However, not all data needs to be shared with the relying parties when signing up for
their services. Hence, a Digital Identity program needs to provide a particular user with
the full set of PII that is stored and then obtain user consent to share only the relevant
data with the relying party that is needed to provide the service to the user.
5. Interoperability of Digital Identity systems is the next step in the evolution as more
countries achieve maturity and widespread adoption of their existing Digital Identity
programs. Current initiatives underway for interoperable Digital Identity systems include:
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•

Domestic interoperability – e.g. Australia

•

Cross-border interoperability – e.g. Singapore and Thailand, Singapore and India

•

Multi-lateral interoperability – e.g. European Digital Identity

In summary, governments and stakeholders who are considering a National Digital
Identity project need to plan carefully to create a National Digital Identity Strategic Plan
which encompasses the operational framework outlined above and customized for their
country’s environment.
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